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ABSTRACT 
 
A sensitivity analysis based on Monte Carlo was performed on frequency electromagnetic fields (FEF) to evaluate 
relative importance of parameters. Charge simulation method and law of Biot-Savart method were used to establish 
calculation model of FEF intensity. Sensitivity results distinguished the height of transmission line, interphase 
spacing, split number, split spacing, sub conductor radius as influential factors, while the height ranked the top, 
followed by interphase spacing, split number and split spacing were not conspicuous as the first two, sub conductor 
radius and others were identified as negligible factor to power frequency electronic fields (PFEF) intensity. 
Meanwhile, the height of transmission line and current were recognized as factors to affect power frequency 
magnetic field (PFMF), the contribution of height to intensity is proved to be more significant compared with the 
current. This study provides some useful findings to electromagnetic environment research and high voltage 
transmission line design 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The unbalance distribution of primary energy and load centers stimulates high-voltage electricity transmission 
turning to large-scale, long-distance, high-efficiency [1]. The rapid development of high-voltage transmission brings 
more and more electromagnetic environment concerns [2], some electromagnetic environment parameters determine 
the route of choice [3], and the electromagnetic environment is an important issue restricting UHV construction. 
 
Great public and scientific concern was raised when early epidemiological studies indicated a correlation between 
frequency electromagnetic fields (FEF) exposure and the development of childhood leukemia, which has been 
confirmed by Martje [4] et al, 2014. International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) 
required the public exposure values are 5 kV / m for (power frequency electronic fields (PFEF) and 100 µT for 
power frequency magnetic field (PFMF) at 50 HZ, and each country on the PFMF field exposure values has 
corresponding provisions [5]. 
 
Electrostatic field numerical methods are available and can be roughly divided into two categories [6]. One is from 
the description of the general laws of the micro-electrostatic field Equations - Laplace equation or the Poisson 
equation, turning the continuous electric system problems into a discrete, finite difference method [7] and finite 
element method [8] are examples. Another category assumes that charge distribution on boundary or a group of 
virtual simulated charge was unknown, integral equations of potential is solved according to charge distribution 
directly determined by Coulomb Law; the known boundary conditions were used to list a set of linear equations for 
charge solving, and then the approximate solution of spatial distribution of the electric field was obtained according 
to determined charge. Charge simulation method [6], the moment method [9] and boundary element method [10] 
belong to this category calculation method. Among these methods, the charge simulation method has acquired a 
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wider application, because of its convenience, accuracy and reliability. PFMF was calculated on the basis of law of 
Biot-Savart, the calculation method is widely accepted in dimensional calculation [11]. 
 
According to these two calculation methods, the FEF intensity is determined by the position of test point and wire, 
arrangement of wire and phase, characteristics of the wire, voltage and current. Traditionally, influence factors of 
FEF were distinguished by real data of electromagnetic environment monitoring, but it is a time consuming process 
and the cost is high [12]. 
 
The objective of this paper is to make a sensitivity analysis of FEF calculation model, namely to determine 
robustness, reliability and efficiency of the model. Consequently, in order to explicitly assess and evaluate the 
relative importance of each input factor, a probabilistic nondeterministic approach along with a global sensitivity 
analysis is proposed in this work. Global sensitivity analysis apportions the output uncertainty to the uncertainty in 
the input factors, covering their entire range space. Variance based methods deliver global, quantitative and model 
independent sensitivity measures. A sampling-based techniques Monte Carlo simulation is applied; it is focused on 
the following, (1) which of the input variables variances influences the model output variance at most? And (2) 
which of the input variables has to be known more accurate to reduce the output variance? Therefore, impact factors 
and their relative importance are recognized in an easy way, hopes to provide some theoretical basement for the 
frequency electromagnetic field’s regulation. 
 

EXPERIENTAL SECTION 
 

TRAFFIC INFORMATION FUSION TECHNOLOGY 
Charge simulation method is based on the uniqueness theorem of electromagnetic field, the continuously distributed 
free charge on the electrode surface or bound charge on dielectric surface are equivalent alternative by discrete set of 
analog charge. The principle of superposition is applied to calculate field quantity of discrete analog charge 
produced in space. The original continuous distribution of space charge generated electric field distribution is thus 
obtained. 
 
Taking single homogeneous medium electric field as example, and the application of charge simulation method is as 
follows: 
 
Firstly, charge simulation equations was established for solving charge density:  
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where: Ui is the voltage on the wires; Qi is the charge simulation; λij is potential factor and determined by 
transmission line voltage and phase. Potentiometers coefficient λ can be calculated by following formula: 
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where ε0 represents the dielectric constant of the air; hi represents each lead the vertical distance from the ground; Dij 
is the distance between each conductor; Bij is the distance between the wire and the mirror wire (i = 1, 2, 3, m), Ri is 
wire radius; as for split wire, Ri is the equivalent radius and it is can be calculated as: 
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where Ri is equivalent radius of split wire; n is wire splitting number; r is the sub conductor radius; R is radius of 
split circle; R is calculated as following formula: 
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where a is wire bundle spacing. 
And then, electric field intensity near the transmission line at any point P(x, y) can be calculated using Gauss 
theorem and the principle of superposition: 
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where: x, y are plane coordinate of point P; xi, yi is wire I horizontal and vertical coordinates. 
 
CALCULATION METHOD OF MAGNETIC 
PFMF at any point around the wire is deduced according to the law of Biot-Savart [11], ignoring mirror wire. Either 
current-carrying conductor can be seen as some carriers composed of straight line segments. PFMF at any point 
around the current carrying conductor can be seen as a vector sum of these straight wires the magnetic field 
generated at that point. Therefore, limited length current carrying wire model of current carrying wires and law of 
Biot-Savart are exploited to infer to magnetic field of arbitrary line segments at any point. And then PFMF around 
the wire at any point can be calculated by superposition theorem. The equations is expressed as follows： 
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where: xi, yi as the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the wire; x, y coordinate space for horizontal and vertical 
point P; r is the distance between the point and the wire space P. 
 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHOD 
The sensitivity analysis procedure was carried out using Monte Carlo method, which is a variance-based sensitivity 
analysis technique, variance-based methods are usually considered to be the most accurate and complete, with the 
ability to provide a rigorous definition and ranking of input factor importance[13]. It can be decomposed into three 
stages: pre-processing, numerical simulation and post-processing, with the first and third stages were implemented 
in a purposefully developed computer program [14-15]. In the first stage, the random variable representing 
frequency electromagnetic fields parameters is drawn from the uniform statistical distributions. The second stage is 
implemented by means of the Crystal Ball software package running in the batch mode, with interventions on its 
input and output files carried out during the simulation, through the developed computer program. In the third stage, 
the computation of the FEF probability is performed, using the data provided by the numerical simulations to make 
sensitivity analysis. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSTION 
 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS PROCESS 
This paper takes the parallel erection single-circuit line defined by Code for design of 1000 kV overhead 
transmission line (GB 50665 - 2011) as example to make sensitivity analysis. Traverse sequence of three-phase 
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electricity is B, A and C. Since all values between the minimum and maximum are equally likely to occur, all 
parameters are assumed continuous probability distribution. Parameters of FEF and their value range are calculated 
according to the code and listed in Table 1. 
 

Table. 1: Parameters of frequency electromagnetic fields and their value range 
 

Parameters physical significance Maximum Minimum 
x The abscissa of the point P (m) -50 50 
y The ordinate of the point P (m) 0 3 
xi The abscissa of wire I (m) -30 30 
yi The ordinate of wire I (m) 18 41 
Dij Interphase spacing of wires i and j between (m) 6 60 
Bij Distance between wire I and mirror image of the wire J (m) 36.5 101.6 
Li The distance between the wire I to point P (m) 15 89.8 
Oi The distance between image of wire I and point P (m) 18 82.7 
n Spilt number 4 12 
a Split spacing (mm) 300 900 
r Sub conductor radius (mm) 11 20 
U Voltage (V) -1050 1050 
I Current (A) -1414 1414 

 
Crystal Ball was exploited to fulfill the sensitivity analysis procedure which contains the following steps: firstly, 
selecting the set of model input factors that are most relevant; next, attributing suitable probability functions to each 
input variable. Following this, a sample of input factors is generated from the range of possible input values creating 
a group of possible model output cases. Subsequently, the model is evaluated for each of the sampled factor 
combinations to compute the distribution of output indicators. Lastly, Crystal ball ranked their order of importance, 
returned two sensitivity analysis data the rate of contribution to variance and correlation coefficients. Positive 
coefficients indicate that an increase in the assumption is associated with an increase in output. Negative coefficients 
imply the opposite situation. The larger the absolute value of the correlation coefficient, the stronger the relationship. 
The two output data were graphically depicted by Origin 8.0, as can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2. 
 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF PFEF 
The sensitivity study presented within this section reveals several environmental factors influencing the expected 
PFEF and their relative importance.  
 
At the top of this list is L1 which indicates the distance between monitoring point P and wire A, its contribution to 
variance is 27.11%, and the correlation coefficient is negative. Namely, increasing the distance between transmission 
line and the test point will lead to dramatically drop the intensity of PFEF. Other parameters characterized distance 
are xi, yi and Oi, their contribution to PFEF are also comparatively prominent, the negative coefficient of each 
parameter indicates the greater the distance, the lower the intensity of PFEF. Elevating wire height is an effective 
way to cut down the intensity of PFEF on ground; meanwhile, the cost needs to be taken into account in the practical 
engineering.  
 
It is noteworthy to mention that interphase spacing should be accounted for whenever possible in PFEF analysis. As 
can be seen from Figure 1, the contribution to variance of interphase spacing is 20.05%, and the correlation 
coefficient is negative. Contribution to variance of space of wire to image is 5.2%, and the correlation coefficient is 
positive. So we can get that interphase spacing exhibited moderate impact on PFEF, and the adjustment of interphase 
is a potential candidate to reduce the intensity of PFEF although effect is not remarkable as hoisting height of wire. 
 
It could be noted here that the spilt number also influences PFEF intensity, and its contribution to variance is 1.16% 
with the correlation coefficient being positive. Reduction of the conductor the spilt number, the equivalent diameter 
of wire and wire charge will decrease; therefore, the intensity of PFEF on ground will decrease. It is worth noting: 
the reduction of spilt number can make the conductor surface electric field increases, and the radio interference and 
audible noise increase. At present, the improvement of split wire structure and reduction of surface field by 
increasing the number of split conductors are taken to radio interference reduction for high voltage transmission line 
and the audible noise level. 
 
The sub conductor radius is a basic structure parameters of transmission line, its influence on PFEF can be seen 
from the sensitivity analysis results. The correlation coefficient is positive, meaning the reduction of radius will 
decrease the intensity of PFEF, but the effect is significant negligible. 
 
Split spacing is another impact factor to the intensity of PFEF. The sensitivity analysis result shows that correlation 
coefficient is positive; the reduction of split spacing will decrease the intensity of EFPF. On the other hand, split 
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spacing changes will directly affect the surface electric field of transmission line, and then the transmission line 
audible noise, radio interference, the ground electric field, natural power, and even the line corridor width have 
different degrees of impact. Accordingly, many aspects should be taken into account in the actual projects. 
 

 
 

Fig.1: Sensitivity of each parameter to the intensity of PFEF 
 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF PFMF 
This paper calculates PFMF according to the law of Biot-Savart, the relative position of test point P and the 
transmission line and current is measurable, and other influence factors are neglected.  
 
As Figure 2 puts, the sensitivity analysis of PFMF shows that the parameters y1, y2 and y3 which characterize the 
height of transmission line had the greatest contribution to PFMF intensity on ground. The major contribution to the 
sensitivities, however, comes from Y1 that phase A wire to ground height, and the negative correlation coefficient 
indicates the higher transmission line, the lower PFMF intensity. Similarly, the cost of lifting height should be taken 
into consideration in actual engineering. 
 
The current is recognized by sensitivity analysis as another factor influencing PMEF intensity, and it has slightly 
smaller effect compared to the height of transmission line. Relative size of two factors can be easily got from Figure 
2. The current is directly related to voltage which is set by plan and changed with time. Thus, it can’t be easily to 
change upon putting the line into operation. While other variables’ contribution to PFMF intensity can be neglected 
to some extent.  
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Sensitivity of each parameter to PFMF intensity 
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CONCLUSION 
 

A sensitivity analysis based on Monte Carlo was performed on FEF to evaluate relative importance of environmental 
parameters. Charge simulation method and law of Biot-Savart method were used to establish calculation model of 
FEF intensity. Sensitivity results indicates the height of transmission line, interphase spacing, split number, split 
spacing, sub conductor radius were influential factors of FEF intensity, while the height of transmission line ranked 
the top, followed by the interphase spacing, the split number and split spacing were not conspicuous as the first two, 
and sub conductor radius and others were identified as negligible factors to PFEF intensity. Meanwhile, the height of 
transmission line and current were recognized as factors to affect power frequency magnetic field (PFMF), and the 
contribution of the height to intensity is proved to be more significant compared with the current. Therefore, the 
tower geometry is a decisive factor of FEF intensity on ground, which is helpful in the electromagnetic environment 
optimizing and high voltage transmission line designing. 
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